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Abstr act

A Study of Cour teous Behavior on the Univer sity of Texas Campus

Zhou Lu, M.S.STAT.
The University of Texas at Austin, 2010

Supervisor: Chandler W. Stolp

This study focused on measuring courteous behavior on the University of Texas at
Austin (UT) students on campus. This behavior was measured through analyzing various
factors involved when a person opened the door for another. The goal was to determine
which factors would significantly affect the probability that a person would hold a door
for another. Three UT buildings with no automatic doors were selected (RLM, FAC and
GRE), and 200 pairs of students at each location were observed to see whether they
would open doors for others. These subjects were not disturbed during the data collection
process. For each observation, the door holding conditions, genders, position (whether it
was the one who opened the door or the recipient of this courteous gesture, abbreviated as
recipient), distance between the person opening the door and the recipient, and the
number of recipients were recorded.
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Descriptive statistics and logistic regression were used to analyze the data. The
results showed that the probability of people opening the doors for others was
significantly affected by gender, position, distance between the person opening the door
and the recipient, the number of recipients, and the interaction term between gender and
position.
The study revealed that men had a slightly higher propensity of opening the doors
for the recipients. The odds for men were a multiplicative factor of 1.09 of that for
women on average, holding all other factors constant. However, women had much higher
probability of having doors held open for them. The odds for men were a multiplicative
factor of 0.55 of that for women on average, holding all other factors constant. In terms
of the distance between the person opening the door and the recipient, for each meter
increase in distance, the odds that the door would be held open would decrease by a
multiplicative factor of 0.40 on average. Additionally, for each increase in number of
recipients, the odds that the door would be held open would increase by a multiplicative
factor of 1.32 on average.
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Chapter 1: Intr oduction
1.1 DOOR HOLDING ETIQUETTE AS A MEAN OF COURTEOUS BEHAVIOR
According to social etiquette, opening the door for another person is commonly
considered a sign of courteous behavior and good manners. This study was conducted to
provide answers to the following questions: Which factors significantly affect the door
holding conditions on the University of Texas at Austin (UT) campus? These factors
include the gender of the person opening the door as well as person who accepted this
gesture, the number of recipients of this courteous gesture (abbreviated as recipients), and
the distance between these subjects.
The results of some studies suggested that for door opening etiquette, the essential
factor may not be the gender, but rather, whoever is closer to the door. According to
research by Wouters on relationship development between sex and manner for the period
between 1890 and 2000 in the western world, chivalry and manners were “informalized”
during the period as changes prompted in women’s identity and relationship between men
and women [1]. Lakoff and Montgomery also brought out a theory stating that generally,
women would be more polite than men [2, 3]. However, Gibson did not agree to the
above theory and proved in her recent research that female cashiers neither treated their
customer more politely than male, nor were they treated more politely by the customers
[4].
In late 1990s, some journalists criticized the poor door holding manners of
students from Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT). They claimed that MIT
1

students failed to obey the general door rules on a daily basis almost everywhere on
campus and at train stations. Today’s door holding rules are more relaxed in comparison
to those in the old days. However, whether the university students these days understand
and obey the general door rules, either unconsciously or intentionally, may be an
interesting debatable question.
This University of Texas at Austin is known for its large population of students.
This population has a great diversity. The behaviors of UT students, to some extent,
represent the manners of the entire society. Therefore, the study results based on the
behaviors of UT students may then be extended to the whole nation through proper
modifications.

1.2 SUMMARY OF CHAPTERS
Chapter 1, provides an introduction to the motivations for this study as well as the
background information.
Chapter 2, focuses on the methodology used in the study, including introduction
to logistic regression, how to collect the data, define the variables and perform the
logistic regression.
Chapter 3, illustrates the results and conclusion, including analysis and output
interpretation, advantages and disadvantages of the study, as well as potential
improvements for future analysis.
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Chapter 2: Resear ch Design and Methods Used
2.1 L OGISTIC REGRESSION ANALYSIS
Logistic regression, also known as a logistic model or a logit model that is
especially well suited to settings in which dependent variable is binary. It is used to
predict the occurrence of an event by fitting an “S-shaped” logistic curve [1]. In order to
gain answers to the questions asked at the beginning of this study, logistic regression is
used to analyze the data.

2.1.1 Logistic function
Logistic function is the first step of understanding the logistic regression.
1
𝒆𝑿𝛽
=
𝑓(𝑦|𝑿) =
1 + 𝑒 𝑿𝛽 1 + 𝑒 −𝑿𝛽

(1)

here f(y|X) can be explained as the probability of success, given a set of explanatory
variables X, and it is constrained to lie between 0 and 1. The graph corresponding to the
above function is shown as Figure 1. The advantage of this density function is that it is a
continuous, monotonically increasing or decreasing function of the X.
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Figure 1: Logistic function. The vertical axis represents the probability of success and its
value is constrained to be between 0 and 1.

2.1.2 Logistic r egr ession
Logistic regression is well suited for the analysis of binary response variables. A
binary variable is a variable with binary outcomes, such as success (1) or failure (0). The
probability of success follows a Bernoulli distribution. It is known that the number of
success (S) out of n trials with identical Bernoulli distribution (with probability of
success fixed as p) is binomially distributed (noted as S~ B(n, p)).

5

The logistic density function reveals the probability of success, which is affected
by a set of explanatory variables:
𝑝(𝑦|𝑿) =

1
1 + 𝑒 −𝑿𝛽

(2)

where 𝑿𝛽 = 𝛽0 + 𝛽1 𝑋1 +𝛽2 𝑋2 + ⋯ + 𝛽𝑚 𝑋𝑚 . The X’s are explanatory variables, such as

gender of the person, position of the person, distance between the people, as well as the
number of recipients in this study.
By reforming equation (2), we obtain,
𝑒 𝑿𝛽 =

𝑝
1−𝑝

(3)

On the right side of equation (3) is the ratio of the probability of success and the
probability of failure, which is defined as the odds of success. The natural log of the odds
is known as a logit.
The logistic regression model is expressed more fully as:
logit(p) = ln �

p
� = 𝛽0 + 𝛽1 𝑋1 + 𝛽2 𝑋2 + ⋯ + 𝛽𝑚 𝑋𝑚
1−p

(4)

In other words, probability of success can be predicted by
𝑝̂ =

1+

1

𝑒 −(𝛽�0 +𝛽�1 𝑋1+𝛽�2 𝑋2+⋯+𝛽�𝑚 𝑋𝑚)

(5)

where 𝑝̂ is the predicted probability of success and 𝛽̂ s are sample estimates of the
population coefficients 𝛽s [2-5].

The odds can be extended to odds-ratio, which describes the odds of success

associated with one group against another [6]. For example, assuming two groups with
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probabilities of success p1 and p2, respectively, the corresponding odds are
𝑝2

1−𝑝2

𝑝1

1−𝑝1

and

. Further assume 𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑖𝑡(𝑝1 ) = 𝛽0 + 𝛽1 and 𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑖𝑡(𝑝2 ) = 𝛽0 + 𝛽2 , where 𝛽0 , 𝛽1 and

𝛽2 are parameters. The odds-ratio, upon measuring the odds of success in group 1 against

group 2 is then,

𝑜𝑑𝑑𝑠 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜 =

𝑝1

1−𝑝1
𝑝2
1−𝑝2

=

𝑒 𝛽0 +𝛽1
= 𝑒 𝛽1 −𝛽2
𝑒𝛽0 +𝛽2

2.1.3 Inter pr eting the coefficients
In the logistic model shown in equation (4), the parameters 𝛽0 , 𝛽1 , … , 𝛽𝑚 are

estimated using the method of maximum likelihood [7]. Unlike the interpretation for the
�1 (𝛽
�2 … , 𝛽�
linear regression, 𝛽
𝑚 ) is no longer interpreted as the expected increase in
response variable y for a unit increase in the explanatory variable 𝑋1 (𝑋2 , … , 𝑋𝑚 ) ,

holding all other variables in the model constant. Instead, it is interpreted as the expected
increase in the logit, the natural log of odds, for a unit increase in explanatory variable
𝑋1 (𝑋2 , … , 𝑋𝑚 ), holding all other variables constant. The change in logit may not be

easily explained since it involves natural log transformation. In practice, the coefficients

have more meaningful interpretations when transformed exponentially. For example,
�1 as the expected increase in logit ln(
instead of interpreting 𝛽

𝑝

1−𝑝

) for every unit
�

increase in explanatory variable 𝑋1 , holding all other variables constant, 𝑒 𝛽1 is
interpreted as the multiplicative change in the odds of success per unit increase in the
7

explanatory variable 𝑋1 , holding all other variables constant. In other words, the odds
�

will increase by 100 × (𝑒𝛽1 − 1)%, decrease if the effect is negative, for a unit increase

in the explanatory variable𝑋1 , holding all other variables constant.

2.1.4 Inter actions between continuous or discr ete explanator y var iables
Interaction effects refer to how the impact of one explanatory variable on the
response variable depends on the magnitude of another explanatory variable. Assuming
the response variable y depends on explanatory variables𝑋1 , 𝑋2 , their interaction term
𝑋1 𝑋2 , and a set of other variables denoted as X. In linear models, the expected value of y

conditioned on X1, X2 and X is expressed as,

𝐸[𝑦|𝑋1 , 𝑋2 , 𝑋] = 𝛽1 𝑋1 + 𝛽2 𝑋2 + 𝛽12 𝑋1 𝑋2 + 𝑋𝛽

(7)

The interaction effect is indicated by 𝛽12 , the coefficient associate with the interaction
term 𝑋1 𝑋2 .

Norton and his colleagues point out that the interpretation of interaction effects is

not as straight forward in nonlinear models such as logit and probit as is commonly
assumed [8, 9].
For example, in the logistic model, let F(y) be the logistic cumulative distribution
function,
𝐹(𝑦) =

1+

1

𝑒 −(𝛽1 𝑋1 +𝛽2 𝑋2+𝛽12𝑋1 𝑋2+𝑋𝛽)
8

(8)

The interaction effect is then calculated as following according to the nature of the
interaction:
•

both 𝑋1 and 𝑋2 are continuous variables

𝜕 2 𝐹(𝑦)
= 𝛽12 �𝐹(𝑦)�1 − 𝐹(𝑦)�� + (𝛽1 + 𝛽12 𝑋2 )(𝛽2 + 𝛽12 𝑋1 ) ×
𝜕𝑋1 𝜕𝑋2
[𝐹(𝑦){1 − 𝐹(𝑦)}{1 − 2𝐹(𝑦)}]
•

both 𝑋1 and 𝑋2 are dummy variables

∆2 𝐹(𝑦)
1
1
1
=
−
−
∆𝑋1 ∆𝑋2 1 + 𝑒 −(𝛽1 +𝛽2 +𝛽12 +𝑋𝛽) 1 + 𝑒 −(𝛽1 +𝑋𝛽) 1 + 𝑒 −(𝛽2 +𝑋𝛽)
+

•

(9)

1
1 + 𝑒 −𝑋𝛽

(10)

𝑋1 is a continuous variable and 𝑋2 is a dummy variable
∆

𝜕𝐹(𝑦)
𝜕𝑋1

∆𝑋2

= (𝛽1 + 𝛽12 )(𝐹{(𝛽1 + 𝛽12 )𝑋1 + 𝛽2 + 𝑋𝛽} ×
(𝐹{(𝛽1 + 𝛽12 )𝑋1 + 𝛽2 + 𝑋𝛽})

−𝛽1 [𝐹(𝛽1 𝑋1 + 𝑋𝛽){1 − 𝐹(𝛽1 𝑋1 + 𝑋𝛽)}]

(11)

According to the above derivatives, it is clear that 𝛽12 alone is not a sufficient

explanation when it comes to understanding the interaction effect on a dependent

variable. The interaction effect does not have to be zero even when 𝛽12 is zero, since
9

𝜕2 𝐹(𝑦)

𝜕𝑋1 𝜕𝑋2

will then equal toβ1 β2 [𝐹(𝑦){1 − 𝐹(𝑦)}{1 − 2𝐹(𝑦)}] . The sign of interaction

effect is also not necessary to be the same sign as of 𝛽12 for the same reason [8, 9].

2.2 DATA C OLLECTION
Based on the literatures, the door holding gestures of the UT students may be
accounted for the gender, distance between the ones opening the door and the recipients
and the number of recipients.
The data was collected at three buildings with no automatic doors on the UT
campus at randomly selected times. These buildings include, Robert Lee Moore Hall
(RLM), Flawn Academic Center (FAC) and Gregory Gymnasium (GRE). For each
observation, the following information was recorded:
•

genders of the people opening the doors for others, and the recipients of this
gesture. (The gender of the first recipients was recorded if there were multiple
recipients);

•

position of the person (whether it was the one who opened the door or the recipients);

•

whether the person held the door for the recipients;

•

distance between the one opening the doors and the recipients;

•

the number of recipients.
The subjects were observed in an unobtrusive way. To obtain the distance

between the people, tape of differing colors were used at every meter to mark different
10

distances away from the door. The distance was then estimated according to the marks on
the tape.

2.3 DATA ANALYSIS
Descriptive statistics is calculated in terms of the proportion of success as doors
actually held under varying conditions.
For inferential statistics, logistic regression is performed to analyze the
relationship between the response variable (conditions surrounding the door holding
gesture) and a set of explanatory variables including gender, the position of the subject,
the interaction term between gender and position, distance between the one opening the
door and the recipients, and the number of recipients.
Microsoft Office Excel 2007 is used to complie descriptive statistics. The
statistical software package STATA 9 is used to perform the logistic regression and
analyze the relationship between the response variable and the explanatory variables.
Predicted probabilities are plotted against different explanatory variables to visualize the
relationships.
The interactions effect of gender and position in door holding is analyzed using
both traditional method and Norton’s method. The exponential of the coefficients
associated with the interaction terms are commonly interpreted as the odds-ratio in the
same way it is in linear models. A user written STATA command inteff, developed by
Norton et al., is used to report the interaction effect on the response variable more
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correctly. This STATA post-estimation command is designed to run after fitting a logit or
probit model [8, 9]:
Two graphs are produced to display the predicted probabilities of door holding
conditions. The first plots interaction effects calculated by the conventional method
(labeled as the “incorrect marginal effect”) and by the method developed by Norton
(labeled as the “correct interaction effect”). The second graph plots z-statistics of the
interaction effect versus predicted probabilities, and is used to determine significance of
interaction effect.
In summary, the logistic regression is well suited for the analysis of relationship
between the response variable, door holding condition and a set of explanatory variables
including gender, position, distance between people and the number of recipients. Both
main and interaction effects will be studied. Especially, interaction effect will be
analyzed using both the conventional method and the method developed by Norton to
obtain the effect more correctly.

2.4 R EFERENCES
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Chapman & Hall.
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John Wiley & Sons Inc.

3.

Agresti, A. 2002. Categorical Data Analysis. New York: Wiley-Interscience.
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Balakrishnan, N. 1991. Handbook of the Logistic Distribution. Marcel Dekker, Inc..

6. Powers, A. P., and Xie, Y. 1999. Statistical Methods for Categorical Data Analysis.
Academic Press, Inc.
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Chapter 3: Results and Conclusions
3.1 DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS

3.3.1 Gender
Given that the person opening the door is a male, the probability that he will hold
the door open for others ranges from 0.400 to 0.486, at RLM, FAC and GRE, with an
average of 0.455. If the person opening the door is a female, the probability that she will
hold the door open for others ranges from 0.450 to 0.500, with an average of 0.478 (Table
1 and Figure 2).

Held
Not held
Total

RLM
FAC
GRE
Total
Male
Female Male
Female Male
Female Male
Female
68
27
56
30
66
30
190
87
48.6% 45.0% 40.0% 50.0% 47.8% 48.4% 45.5% 47.8%
72
33
84
30
72
32
228
95
51.4% 55.0% 60.0% 50.0% 52.2% 51.6% 54.5% 52.2%
140
60
140
60
138
62
418
182

Table 1: Counts and percentages of door holding for others by gender of the person
opening the door.
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Male
48.6% 45.0%

RLM

40.0%

50.0%

FAC

Female
47.8% 48.4%

45.5% 47.8%

GRE

Total

Figure 2: Door holding condition based on the gender of the person opening the door,
reported in percentage of door held for recipients.

Table 2 and Figure 3 reveal the relationship between the door holding conditions
and the gender of the recipient. If the recipient is a male, the probability that others will
hold the door open for him ranges from 0.377 to 0.473, with an average of 0.438. Instead,
if the recipient is a female, the probability that others will hold the door open for her
ranges from 0.500 to 0.609, with an average of 0.534.

Held
Not held
Total

RLM
FAC
GRE
Total
Male
Female Male
Female Male
Female Male
Female
72
23
58
28
69
27
199
78
46.8% 50.0% 37.7% 60.9% 47.3% 50.0% 43.8% 53.4%
82
23
96
18
77
27
255
68
53.2% 50.0% 62.3% 39.1% 52.7% 50.0% 56.2% 46.6%
154
46
154
46
146
54
454
146

Table 2: Counts and percentages of door holding for others by gender of the recipients.
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Male

Female

60.9%
46.8% 50.0%

47.3% 50.0%
37.7%

RLM

FAC

GRE

53.4%
43.8%

Total

Figure 3: Door holding condition based on the gender of the recipients, reported in
percentage of door held for recipients.

According to the above results, female recipients have a higher probability of
having the door held open for them compared to their male counterparts. This pattern is
consistent at all three locations. For the ones opening the doors, it is difficult without an
inferential test result to determine whether women have a higher probability of holding
the door open for others compared to men since the pattern is not consistent at all
locations. For example, at RLM, men have a higher probability of holding the door open
for others. In contrast, the data at other two locations yield opposite results. The
significance of these differences requires further testing in the following logistic
regression.

16

3.1.2 Distance
The door holding condition is also examined against distance between the one
opening the doors and the recipients. According to the Figure 4, people are more reluctant
to hold the door for the recipients when the distance between them increases, especially
when the distance is more than three meters. The high percentages at four and four and a
half meters are due to small number of observations at those large distances.

Door holding condition vs distance

a
300

b Percentage of door holding vs distance
80.0%

200

60.0%
40.0%

100

20.0%

0

0.0%

0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4 4.5 5
Hold
Not hold

0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4 4.5 5
Distance (in meters)

Figure 4: Door holding condition vs distance between the one opening the door and the
recipients a) counts of door held and not held vs distance. b) door held in
percentages vs distance.

3.1.3 Number of r ecipients
When examining the relationship between the door holding condition and the
number of recipients, the analysis reveals that people have a higher probability of holding
the door open if there are multiple recipients. Although the high percentages associated
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with four and five recipients may not be accurate due to small number of observations at
those large numbers (Figure 5).
a
600

Door holding condition vs Number of
recipients

b Percentage of door holding vs number
of recipients

100.0%

400

80.0%

200

60.0%

0
1

2
Hold

3
4
Not hold

40.0%

5

1

2

3

4

5

Figure 5: Door holding condition vs number of recipients. a) counts of door held and not
held vs number of recipients. b) door held in percentages vs number of
recipients.

3.2 L OGISTIC REGRESSION

3.2.1 Model compar ison
Logistic regressions are performed to further test the significance of the above
observations. The proposed logit models are initially:

Model 1:
Logit(p) = ln �

p

1−p

� = 𝛽0 + 𝛽1 ∗ 𝑔𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑟 + 𝛽2 ∗ 𝑓𝑟𝑜𝑛𝑡 + +𝛽12 ∗ 𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑡𝐺𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑟×𝑓𝑟𝑜𝑛𝑡

+𝛽3 ∗ 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 + 𝛽4 ∗ # 𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑝𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠 + 𝛽5 ∗ 𝐼𝑅𝐿𝑀 + 𝛽6 ∗ 𝐼𝐹𝐴𝐶
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(16)

Model 2:
Logit(p) = ln �

p

1−p

� = 𝛽0 + 𝛽1 ∗ 𝑔𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑟 + 𝛽2 ∗ 𝑓𝑟𝑜𝑛𝑡 + +𝛽12 ∗ 𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑡𝐺𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑟×𝑓𝑟𝑜𝑛𝑡
+𝛽3 ∗ 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 + 𝛽4 ∗ # 𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑝𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠

(17)

Compared to model 1, model 2 is simpler since it does not consider the location
difference as a factor. Both models are analyzed and the results are summarized in
STATA output below (Tables 3 and 4). STATA user written command fitstat is used for
model comparison and selection (Table 5).

Table 3: STATA logistic regression output for model 1. L1 and l2 are location dummy
variables, where l1=1 if the building is RLM and 0 otherwise; l2=1 if the
building is FAC and 0 otherwise.
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Table 4: STATA logistic regression output for model 2.

Note: Saved: Model 1; Current: Model 2.

Table 5: STATA fitstat output: models goodness-of-fit comparison.
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The results of goodness-of-fit comparison between model 1 and model 2 show
that the Bayesian information criterions (BIC’) are -121.396 for model 1 and -133.406 for
model 2. The difference of 12.01 in BIC’ provides very strong evidence that model 2 is a
better model compared to model 1 (Table 5).
Additionally, the z-statistics of the two location indicators in model 1 are -0.2 and
-1.36, and the associated p-values are 0.845 and 0.174, respectively. At the default
significance level of 𝛼 =0.05, we can conclude that the location does not have a

statistically significant effect on door holding behavior. This conclusion also suggests

that removing these two location indicators from the model would prove beneficial
according to the rule of parsimony/simplicity in model selection [1]. Therefore, model 2
is selected for further analysis.

3.2.2 Goodness-of-fit and inter pr etation of the coefficients
For the selected model, the log likelihood for intercept alone is -828.246 (L0), and
the log likelihood for the full model is -743.818 (L1) (Table 5). The likelihood ratio chisquare with 5 degrees of freedom is then calculated as 2*( L1 - L0) =168.856. The p-value
associated with this chi-square value is very low. The nearly zero p-value indicates the
model as whole was statistically significant.
The pseudo R-squared statistic vary from 0.095 to 0.206 through the use of
different calculation methods. Although the pseudo R-squared statistic in the logistic
regression cannot be interpreted in the same way as its counterpart in linear regression,
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researchers used simulations to predict a continuous, latent variable through the ordinary
least square (OLS) regression and its observed binary variable through logistic
regression, and compare the pseudo R-squared to the OLS R-squared. The result showed
that pseudo R-squared calculated by McKelvey and Zavoina method was the closest to
the OLS R-squared [2, 3]. The McKelvey and Zavoina pseudo R-squared in this analysis
is 0.206. Since it is the closest to the OLS R-squared, it suggests that the variability in
door holding condition is accounted for the set of explanatory variables (gender, position,
distance, number of recipients and interaction term between gender and position) by
20.6%, which is moderately high for cross-sectional data in the social sciences.
In Table 4, the p-values associated with main factors and interaction term suggest
that all main and interaction effects are statistically significant at the significance level of
𝛼=0.05. The effects of individual explanatory variables on door holding behavior are
explained below in more detail.
•

Gender and position
The odds ratios are 0.55 for gender and 1.98 for the interaction term between
gender and position. When focused on the one opening the door, the odds that
men will hold the door for the recipients are a multiplicative factor of 1.09
(=0.55*1.98) of that for women on average, holding all other factors constant;
However, women have much higher probability of having doors held open for them. The
odds for men are a multiplicative factor of 0.55 of that for women on average, holding
other factors constant.
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•

Distance
The p-value associated with distance is close to zero, providing very strong
evidence that distance has a significant relationship with the door holding
condition. The odds ratio for distance is 0.40. This result suggests that for every
meter increase in distance between the ones who open the door and the recipients,
the odds will decrease by a multiplicative factor of 0.40, on average, holding all
other factors constant. We are also 95% confident that the odds will decrease
multiplicatively between 0.34 and 0.48 for every meter increase in distance. The
illustrated graph of predicted probabilities of door held against distance shows
that the predicted probability decreases quickly when the distance increases. Men
have a slightly higher probability of holding the door for others than women
(Figure 6); while women have a much higher probability of having someone hold
the door for them (Figure 7). The number of recipients is presumably one in
calculation for purposes of simplicity.
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Figure 6: Predicted probability of a person holding the door for others against distance.
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Figure 7: Predicted probability of others holding the door for a person against distance.
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•

Number of recipients
The p-value associated with distance is only 0.003, providing very strong
evidence that distance had a significant relationship with door-holding condition.
The odds ratio for distance is 1.32. This ratio suggests that for every increase in
the number of recipients, on average, the odds will increase by a multiplicative
factor of 1.32, holding all other factors constant. We are also 95% confident that
the odds will increase multiplicatively between 1.10 and 1.58 for every increase in
number of recipients. The graph of predicted probability of doors held against the
number of recipients reveals that the probability increases roughly linearly as the
number of recipients increases. Men have a higher probability of holding the door
for others than women (Figure 8); while women have a much higher probability
of having others hold the door for them (Figure 9). The distance between these
people is presumably one meter in calculation for purposes of simplicity.
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Figure 8: Predicted probability of people holding the door for others against the number
of recipients.
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Figure 9: Predicted probability of people having the door held by others against the
number of recipients.
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3.2.3 The inter action effect of gender with position
In the conventional interpretation, the interaction effect between gender and
position is estimated here to have marginal odds of 0.69 on average with a standard error
of 0.28. The effect is statistically significant. However, as noted on pp. 5-7, the correct
interpretation of interaction terms in logit/probit models is more problematic than is
commonly recognized. In order to get a more accurate result on interaction effect,
Norton’s user written command inteff is used [4]. The result is shown in Table 6.

Table 6: STATA output summary for command inteff

In the above results, variable ie is a measure of interaction effect in percentage
points and z is the corresponding z-statistics. The mean interaction effect is 0.15 with a
standard deviation of 0.03. Although the results are not the same as the ones obtained
using the traditional method, the distributions of the corrected interaction effect and the
incorrect marginal effect are similar, and both of their interact effect percentages are
above zero (Figure 10). The z-statistics of the interaction effect are also plotted in Figure
11. The mean z-statistic is 2.44, with a range between 2.04 and 2.49. These z-statistics
suggest the interaction effect is significant at the default significance level of 0.05.
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Therefore, both the conventional and corrected interpretation of the interaction
effect of gender and position reach the same conclusion on interaction effect in this study:
interaction between gender and position has a statistically significant effect on door
holding conditions.
Interaction Effects after logit
Interaction Effect (percentage points)

.2

.15

.1

.05

0
0

.2

•

.4
.6
Predicted Probability that y = 1

Correct
interaction
effect
Correct
interaction
effect

—

.8

Incorrect
marginal
effect
Incorrect
marginal
effect

Figure 10: Interaction effect and marginal effect against predicted probability.

z-statistics of Interaction Effects after logit
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0
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.2

.4
.6
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.8

Figure 11: Z-statistics of interaction effect against predicted probability.
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3.3 C ONCLUSION
In conclusion, door-holding behavior at the University of Texas at Austin are
significantly affected by gender, position, distance between the ones opening the doors
and the recipients of these courtesies, the number of recipients and the interaction of
gender and position. Men have a slightly higher probability of holding the door open for
the recipients. On the other hand, people are more likely to hold the door open for
women. Gender still plays an important role in this simple social courtesy.
Distance between people and the number of recipients are the other two factors
affect this gesture. The probability of doors held decrease when the distance becomes
longer or when there are fewer recipients.
This study was carried out in an unobtrusive manner without disturbing the
subjects. Compared to survey studies, more honest results are expected and the findings
more convincing. However, there are still problems. For instance, we did not know if the
pair of people were acquainted with each other. The degree of acquaintance very well
affect door-holding behaviors. Other factors such as weather conditions and time may
also play a role in door holding conditions. Incoporating these factors into the study may
improve the model and provide more accurate predictions and greater external varidity.
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Appendix
STATA Syntax
Sample predicted probability graphing (thanks to Dr. Stolp for template)
twoway (function
y=invlogit(_b[gender]+_b[front]+_b[genfront]+_b[distance]*x+_b[nofollow]+_b[_cons])
, range(0 5)) ///
(function y=invlogit(_b[front]+_b[distance]*x+_b[nofollow]+_b[_cons]), range(0 5)
clpatt(dash)),
///
xtitle("Distance") ytitle("Probability of door held") ///
legend(order(1 "Male" 2 "Female")) xline(1.00) xline(4.00)

User written STATA commands
fitstat
Long, J. S. and Freese, J. 2001. FITSTAT: Stata module to compute fit statistics for
single equation regression models. Boston College: Research Papers in
Economics. http://fmwww.bc.edu/repec/bocode/f/fitstat.ado
inteff
Norton, E. C., Wang, H., and Ai, C. 2004. Computing Interaction Effects and Standard
Errors in Logit and Probit Models. http://www.stata-journal.com/software/sj42/st0063/
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